We present mid-infrared Spitzer spectra of eleven planetary nebulae in the Galactic Bulge. We derive argon, neon, sulfur, and oxygen abundances for them using mainly infrared line fluxes combined with some optical line fluxes from the literature. Due to the high extinction toward the Bulge, the infrared spectra allow us to determine abundances for certain elements more accurately that previously possible with optical data alone. Abundances of argon and sulfur (and in most cases neon and oxygen) in planetary nebulae in the Bulge give the abundances of the interstellar medium at the time their progenitor stars formed; thus these abundances give information about the formation and evolution of the Bulge. The abundances of Bulge planetary nebulae tend to be slightly higher than those in the Disk on average, but they do not follow the trend of the Disk planetary nebulae, thus confirming the difference between Bulge and Disk evolution. Additionally, the Bulge planetary nebulae show peculiar dust properties compared to the Disk nebulae. Oxygen-rich dust feature (crystalline silicates) dominate the spectra of all of the Bulge planetary nebulae; such features are more scarce in Disk nebulae. Additionally, carbon-rich dust features (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) appear in roughly half of the Bulge planetary nebulae in our sample, which is interesting in light of the fact that this dual chemistry is comparatively rare in the Milky Way as a whole.
INTRODUCTION
Abundances of planetary nebulae (PNe) have long been used to aid in the understanding of the chemical history of the Milky Way. Certain elements such as argon and sulfur (and neon as long as the initial mass is not near 3 M ⊙ and oxygen if initial mass of the progenitor star is 5M ⊙ , Karakas & Lattanzio 2003; Karakas 2003) are not changed in the course of the evolution of the low and intermediate mass precursor stars of PNe. Thus the abundances of these elements give the chemical composition of the cloud from which the PNe progenitor stars formed. Many abundance studies have been made of PNe (as well as stars and H II regions) in the Galactic Disk, leading to the determination of abundance gradients across the Disk (e.g. Shaver et al. 1983; Rolleston et al. 2000; Pottasch & Bernard-Salas 2006) . However, due to the high extinction toward the Bulge, there is a relative paucity of abundance studies of PNe as well as stars and H II regions in the Bulge.
Galactic bulges and spheroids may contain half of the stars in the local universe (Ferreras et al. 2003) . Thus, understanding their chemical evolution and formation is important to a general theory of galaxy formation. Insights into our own Galactic Bulge formation have implications for bulge formation in general.
Abundances of Galactic Bulge planetary nebulae (GBPNe) have the potential to answer questions about how the Bulge formed. For example, what type of collapse formed the Bulge (dissipational or dissipationless)? And, has secular evolution within the Galaxy since Bulge formation caused a significant amount of star formation within the Bulge (Minniti et al. 1995) ? At a bare minimum, a difference between abundance gradients of PNe in the Bulge and Disk would imply that they formed in separate processes.
The large extinction toward the GBPNe makes infrared (IR) lines preferable to optical lines for determining their abundances. Additionally, infrared lines provide essential data on important ionization stages of argon, neon, and sulfur as well as O IV for oxygen. We complement the IR data with optical data where necessary, so that we need no or only small ionization correction factors (ICFs) to account for unobserved stages of ionization. Finally, abundances derived from IR lines depend only weakly on the electron temperature (Rubin et al. 1988; Pottasch & Beintema 1999) . All of these factors lead to more accurately determined abundances than previously possible with optical lines alone. Likewise, IR spectra are well suited to study the various dust features of GBPNe because signatures of both oxygen-rich dust (in the form of crystalline silicates) and carbon-rich dust (in the form of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; PAHs) can be observed if they are present.
Abundances for a number of Galactic Disk planetary nebulae (GDPNe) were determined with the use of spectra taken with the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO; e.g. Pottasch & Bernard-Salas 2006) . However, ISO lacked the sensitivity to study PNe further than 3-4 kpc away from the Sun. As a result, ISO only studied two Bulge PNe, M1-42 and M2-36. Due to the better sensitivity of the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS; Houck et al. 2004 ) on the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004) we are able to obtain spectra of GBPNe closer to the Galactic Center; the furthest GBPN in our sample is about 10 kpc from the Sun.
In this paper we present Spitzer IRS spectra of eleven GBPNe. The next section describes the Spitzer data, while §3 describes the supplementary data we use. In §4 we describe the data analysis, deriving ionic and total abundances of argon, neon, sulfur, and oxygen. Additionally we identify the crystalline silicate features and measure PAH fluxes. Finally we discuss what our results imply for the evolution of the Galactic Bulge and its PNe in §5 and conclude in §6. ′′ positional accuracy was performed for the six PNe where it was possible, while blind pointing with ∼1 ′′ positional accuracy was done for the remaining five PNe. We observed these PNe with the IRS ShortLow (SL), Short-High (SH), and Long-High (LH) modules, covering the wavelength range from 5 to 40 µm. In order to subtract the background and minimize the effect of rogue pixels, we took off-source observations for SH and LH; for the SL module we subtracted the background by differencing the orders. The data were taken in staring mode so that spectra were obtained at two nod positions along each IRS slit. For SH and LH, a short exposure time of six seconds was used to keep the bright lines from saturating, with a total of four cycles for redundancy and to aid in the removal of cosmic rays; for the SL module, data were taken in three cycles of fourteen seconds each. Table 1 gives the object names, their Astronomical Observation Request (AOR) keys and coordinates.
Source Selection
The sources were selected to ensure they belong to the Bulge according to the following criteria. (1) Foremost, the best criterion for ensuring Bulge membership is having galactic coordinates |ℓ| < 10
• and |b| < 10 • (Pottasch & Beintema 1999) . All of the sources were selected to meet this criterion.
(2) We selected objects with high radial velocities, except for two objects, PNG001.6-01.3 and PNG002.1+03.3, where they are unknown and whose IRAS fluxes and positions indicate that they are members of the Bulge, . (3) Finally, the objects have diameters 5
′′ . Pottasch & Beintema (1999) consider all PNe with diameters > 12 ′′ to be foreground objects, and thus choosing small diameters helped to ensure Bulge membership. Table 1 gives the radial velocities and diameters of our GBPNe.
Additionally, in order to make certain that we could get good Spitzer IRS spectra of the GBPNe, we chose isolated objects in the IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC) with small radial extent, accurate coordinates, and observable intensities. While the IRAS PSC is not as sensitive as our Spitzer observations (the IRAS PSC catalog is sensitive to a couple hundred mJy whereas our Spitzer observations are sensitive to a few mJy), we check that only one source is on the slit during the data reduction. The criterion of selecting PNe with small sizes also ensured that nearly all of the flux from most of the PNe could be observed within SL, the smallest IRS slit at 3.6 ′′ across. The sources also were chosen to have coordinates known to better than 1.4
′′ from the radio positions of Condon & Kaplan (1998) , and these coordinates were refined with the 2MASS catalog. Finally, we chose objects with radio fluxes at 21 cm (F 21cm ) that implied IR fluxes bright enough (F 21cm > 10 mJy) to allow for short integration times, but dim enough (F 21cm < 50 mJy) to not saturate any of the IRS modules. Table 1 gives the IRAS fluxes at 12 and 25 µm as well as the radio fluxes at 21 cm for our objects.
Data Reduction
We start with basic calibrated data (bcd) from the Spitzer Science Center's pipeline version s15.3 or s16.1, and run it through the IRSCLEAN 3 program to remove rogue pixels, which uses a mask of rogue pixels from the same campaign as the data. Then we take the mean of repeated observations (cycles) to improve the signal to noise ratio. After that the background is subtracted using the off-source positions for SH and LH, and using the off-order for SL (for example, SL1 nod1 -SL2 nod1). Next we use SMART (Higdon et al. 2004 ) to manually extract the images, using full-slit extraction for SH and LH and variable-column extraction for SL; we also inspect the spectral profiles of each target with the Manual Source Finder tool in SMART to ensure that only one source is within the slit. Spikes due to deviant pixels which the IRSCLEAN program missed are removed manually in SMART. In order to account for flux that fell outside of the IRS slits (due either to a slight mispointing and/or the extended size of the GBPNe), we apply multiplicative scaling factors to each order and nod. The highest flux in LH sets the scaling because LH is large enough to contain the entire flux of all of our GBPNe. Thus, one nod in LH is scaled to the other, the SH nods are then scaled to LH, and the SL nods and orders are then scaled to match SH. Table 2 gives the scaling factors; they are usually quite small (≤1.20) except for three PNe where the scaling factors in SL (the aperture with the smallest width) reach up to 1.70. Figure 1 plots the scaled and nod-averaged spectra. We predict the 12 and 25 µm IRAS fluxes from these scaled IRS spectra and find generally good agreement with the actual IRAS fluxes, confirming that only the IRAS source is within the IRS slit. Finally we use the gaussian profile fitting routine in SMART to measure line fluxes for each nod position of the scaled spectra. Table 3 gives the observed nodaveraged line fluxes. Uncertainties on the line fluxes are usually ≤10%, with uncertainties greater than this marked in the table. A less-than sign in Table 3 indicates a 3σ upper limit obtained from the instrument resolution and the root mean square (RMS) deviation in the spectrum at the wavelength of the line.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
We supplement our IR data with optical and radio data from the literature to aid abundance determinations for three reasons. First, we use the observed Hβ and 6 cm radio fluxes to derive the extinction toward GBPNe. Table 1 gives these fluxes from the Strasbourg-ESO Catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebula . Second, we adopt electron temperatures derived from ratios of optical line fluxes (discussed in §4.1.2). Third, we use optical line fluxes for ions not observable in our IR spectra (specifically lines fluxes of Ar IV, S II, O II, and O III) to reduce the need for ICFs. (As an aside, no UV line data for any of the GBPNe in our sample are available due to the large extinction toward the Bulge.) When the optical line fluxes are given as observed line fluxes, we apply the logarithmic extinction at Hβ (C Hβ ) given in the paper to correct the lines for extinction because it gives the correct Balmer decrement. When more than one paper gives a value for a line flux, we take the average (after correcting all line fluxes for extinction), and Table 4 gives the optical extinction corrected line fluxes adopted for the calculation of abundances.
All of the PNe in this sample should be within ∼4 kpc or less of the Galactic Center because they were selected to be members of the Bulge. In order to determine approximately . The diameter quoted here is the larger of the optical and radio diameters given in the catalogue.
c Heliocentric distance, R ⊙,PN , from Zhang (1995) . d Galactocentric distance, R GC , calculated assuming that the Sun is at 8.0 kpc from the Galactic Center. If R ⊙,PN is unknown, then the PN is assumed to lie within 4 kpc of the Galactic Center.
e From Durand et al. (1998) and Beaulieu et al. (1999) . f From the IRAS catalogue of Point Sources, Version 2.0, Helou & Walker (1988) .
g From Condon & Kaplan (1998) . where they are within the Bulge to place them on a plot of abundance versus galactocentric distance, we adopt the heliocentric statistical distances from Zhang (1995) . We chose these distances because Zhang (1995) lists distances to more of our objects than other studies, such as van de Steene & Zijlstra (1995) and Cahn et al. (1992) . An accurate statistical distance scale for PNe is difficult to obtain, and controversies exist as to which statistical distance scales are the best: for example Bensby & Lundström (2001) find that Zhang's distance scale is good, while Ciardullo et al. (1999) find that it is not as good. However, regardless of which statistical distances we adopt, the conclusions of the paper will remain unchanged because all of the PNe in our sample are constrained to be in the Bulge by other criteria and we include the large uncertainties that go with these statistical distances in the data analysis.
We adopt the distance from the Sun to the Galactic Center, R o , from Reid (1993) who determines the best estimate of this distance by taking a weighted average of the various determinations of R o from different methods. Reid (1993) finds that R o = 8.0 ± 0.5 kpc, and this value seems to agree with more current estimates of this distance (e.g. López-Corredoira et al. 2000; Eisenhauer et al. 2005; Groenewegen et al. 2008) . Galactocentric distances (R GC ) are then calculated assuming this R o , and uncertainties on R GC are calculated using standard error propagation and assuming an uncertainty of 40% on the heliocentric distance (Zhang 1995 estimates the accuracy of the PN distance scale as 35-50% on average). If the distance to a PN is unknown, we assume it is within 4 kpc of the Galactic Center. Table 1 lists the heliocentric and galactocentric distances for each object. 4 . DATA ANALYSIS 4.1. Abundances Before determining abundances for this sample of GBPNe, we must first calculate and then correct for extinction. Additionally we adopt electron temperatures (T e ) from the liter-FIG. 1.-Scaled, nod-averaged Spitzer IRS spectra (black) of our GBPNe. SL data is presented below 10 µm, and HR data above 10 µm. The spline-fits to the continua (which we subtract from the spectra later in order to better view the crystalline silicate features) is over-plotted (grey).
ature and then employ infrared line ratios to derive the electron densities (N e ). After that we use the values of the above quantities to obtain abundances for each ion. The following subsection discuss the details of the calculations of extinction, the selection of T e and N e , and finally the derivation of ionic and total abundances.
Extinction Correction
We first calculate the reddening correction by comparing the Hβ flux predicted from IR hydrogen recombination lines to the observed Hβ flux (see Table 5 ). In order to predict the Hβ flux from the IR H I lines, we adopt the theoretical ratios of hydrogen recombination lines from Hummer & Storey (1987) and assume case B recombination for a gas at T e = 10 4 K and N e = 10 3 cm −3 . The H I(7-6) line at 12.37 µm and the H I(11-8) line at 12.39 µm are blended in the SH spectrum, and theoretically the H I(7-6) line contributes 89% of total line flux. Similarly, nearby lines of H I(6-5), H I(17-8), H I(8-6), and H I(11-7) contribute to the H I line at 7.46 µm, with the H I(6-5) flux theoretically contributing 74% of the total line flux. The contributions of additional lines are removed before calculating the predicted Hβ flux from the H I(7-6) and H I(6-5) IR lines.
Additionally we calculate extinction by comparing the Hβ flux predicted from the radio flux at 6cm to the observed Hβ flux. We assume that T e =10 4 K (and thus t ≡ T e /10 4 K = 1), He + /H + =0.09, and He ++ /H + =0.03 and use the following formula from Pottasch (1984) :
S 6cm 2.82 × 10 9 t 0.53 (1 + He + /H + + 3.7He ++ /H + ) where 2.82 × 10 9 converts units so that S 6cm is in Jy and F(Hβ) is in erg cm −2 s −1 . Table 1 gives the values for S 6cm and F(Hβ) while Table 5 gives the calculated values of the extinction.
For the abundance calculations, in order to weight the extinctions calculated from both of the above methods equally, we use Hβ, 4 + C Hβ, 4 + C Hβ,radio 2 when we have extinctions from both H I lines and the radio, otherwise we just take an average (see Table 7 for these adopted values). There is no Hβ flux available for PNG002.1+03.3 and thus we adopt an extinction to it from the average of the other GBPNe extinctions. Table 5 gives the extinction values derived here along with those from the literature. In general there is very good agreement between the different methods.
We use the extinction law from Fluks et al. (1994) and assume the standard R V of the Milky Way of 3.1. However, there is evidence that interstellar extinction is steeper than this toward the Bulge, e.g. Walton et al. (1993) find that R V =2.3 and Ruffle et al. (2004) find R V = 2.0. Nevertheless, abundances determined from IR lines are not greatly affected by this change in R V : an R V =2.0 usually changes their abundances by 5% (and at most 10%) compared to the usual R V =3.1. Thus, because the previous optical studies to which we compare assumed R V =3.1, and because the IR lines are even less affected by the choice of R V , we assume R V =3.1.
Electron Temperature and Density
In order to derive abundances, we adopt two electron temperatures (T e ): T[N II] for the low-ionization potential ions Abundances from IR lines depend only weakly on the adopted T e , and thus our assumption does not strongly affect our abundances -especially those of argon, neon, and sulfur which are mostly determined from IR lines.
We determine electron densities (N e ) from IR line ratios of S III, Ne III, Ar III, Ar V, and Ne V (see Table 6 ). The S III line ratio gives the best estimate of N e , and thus we adopt it for the abundance analysis. Densities determined from the other line ratios are more uncertain because they either rely on at least one line with a weak flux, or the density is outside the range of what the line ratio can accurately measure. The adopted N e from the S III ratios have an average of 3500 cm −3 , and range from 1000 to 9200 cm −3 . Table 7 lists the parameters used in determining the PNe ionic abundances. Note that we use a predicted Hβ flux from the IR H I lines in order to ensure that the hydrogen comes from within the same slit as the IR forbidden lines. Table  8 presents the ionic abundances themselves. In order to determine total elemental abundances, the ionic abundances for each element are summed. When the ionic abundance can be determined by more than one line, we choose the abundance(s) from the most reliable line(s), and mark the lines used in Table 8 . If necessary, the sum of the ionic abundances for each element is then multiplied by an ionization correction factor (ICF) to account for unobserved ions that are expected to be present. For argon, we apply an ICF for the nine objects for which Ar +3 is not observed. For neon, we apply an ICF for the four high ionization nebulae with unobserved Ne +3 . ICFs are generally small, and we can derive accurate total elemental abundances for many objects, especially for the elements of neon and sulfur whose abundances are derived mainly from IR lines and which rarely need ICFs. +3 . The uncertainties in the derived elemental abundances result from uncertainties in the line fluxes, C Hβ , T e , N e and ICFs. The measured H I line fluxes typically have uncertainties 20%, while the measured fine structure line fluxes usually have uncertainties 10%. Uncertainties are also introduced into the line fluxes from the adopted scaling factors which are typically 15% for the high resolution lines (those lines above 10 µm), but reach 50-70% for the low resolution lines for three objects. However, our scaling factors cannot be far off because the C Hβ determined from H I lines in in the high and low resolution spectra agree well and the ionic Ar +2 abundance determined from Ar III lines in the high and low resolution spectra also agree well, even for the nebulae with the largest scaling factors. The uncertainties in C Hβ and T e of ∼10% each do not have a large affect on the total ele- Ratag et al. (1997) f Wang & Liu (2007) g The measured line ratio is at the low end (in the non-linear regime) of the densities that the theoretical line ratio can measure. mental abundances of argon, neon, and sulfur because these abundances are determined mainly from IR lines; however, they will have a larger affect on the total abundance of oxygen. The uncertainty on N e is ∼30%. The uncertainties on the ICFs for argon and neon are most likely less than a factor of two, causing an abundance uncertainty for these elements of 30% due to the ICFs (when the ICFs are neccessary). A comparison to optically derived abundances for the same objects by various authors gives an estimate of the typical total abundance uncertainty, which is ∼50% (e.g. this work, Górny et al. 2004; Bernard-Salas et al. 2008 ).
Ionic and Total Abundances

Crystalline Silicates
Crystalline silicate features are present around 28 and 33 µm in the spectra of all GBPNe in our sample, while no amorphous silicate features are observed. In order to illustrate the crystalline silicate features more clearly, we define and subtract a continuum determined by a smooth spline fit to featurefree regions of each spectrum. Figure 1 shows the spline fit to the spectral continua and Figure 2 shows the continuumsubtracted spectra. The spline fit continuum is physically meaningless, and we only use it to elucidate the crystalline silicate features. Following Molster (2000) we identify the 28 micron complex (26.5 -31.5 µm) and 33 micron complex (31.5 µm to past the end of our spectra) both as having features originating from the magnesium-rich crystalline silicates forsterite (Mg 2 SiO 4 ) and enstatite (MgSiO 3 ).
The strength of the silicate emission bands can give an approximate estimate of the crystalline dust temperatures. Matsuura et al. (2004) note that the absence of a 23.7 µm feature indicates that forsterite is cooler than 100 K. This feature is either not present or very weak in the spectra of our GBPNe, and thus the forsterite dust in these objects must be cold, with a temperature 100 K.
PAHs
PAHs are present in six of the eleven GBPNe in our sample: PNG000.7+04.7, PNG002.8+01.7, PNG006.0-03.6, PNG351.2+05.2, PNG354.2+04.3, and PNG358.9+03.2. Absorption of energetic photons excites the PAH emission features at 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.2, and 12.7 µm. PAHs which emit in this spectral range have on the order of tens to hundreds of carbon atoms (Schutte et al. 1993) . C-C stretching and bending or deformations causes the 6.2 and 7.7 µm features, while in-plane C-H bending produces the 8.6 µm feature, and out-of-plane C-H bending gives rise to the 11.2 and 12.7 µm features (Allamandola et al. 1989) . Table 10 gives the net integrated PAH fluxes. We calculate these by first subtracting a spline-fit continuum and then summing the remaining flux in each PAH wavelength range; if atomic lines are present, we subsequently subtract their flux to arrive at the net PAH flux. For the 7.7 µm PAH, we sub- a Ratag et al. (1997) . b Cuisinier et al. (2000) . The colon (:) denotes low quality abundances due to a lack of data.
c Escudero et al. (2004) . d Wang & Liu (2007) .
tract the H I line at 7.46 µm (and for PNG006.0-03.6 and PNG358.9+03.2 the 7.32 µm line as well). For the 12.7 µm PAH, we remove the contribution from the Ne + line at 12.81 µm; however, the 12.7 µm PAH is much weaker than the 12.81 µm Ne + line, and thus the net 12.7 µm PAH flux is very uncertain. The 11.29 µm H I is weak and always near the 3-σ upper limit in our spectra; it contributes less than 5% to the 11.2 µm PAH flux (except for PNG006.0-03.6 and PNG358.9+03.2 where it may contribute up to 20%) and we do not remove it. Figure 3 shows plots of the continuumsubtracted, normalized PAH profiles. 
PNG
Net PAH Feature Fluxes ( x 10 −20 W cm −2 ) Number 6.2µm LR 7.7µm LR 8.6µm LR 11.2µm LR 11.2µm HR 12.7µm HR 000.7+04.7 15.0 ± 0.2 27.3 ± 0.6 4.6 ± 0.2 11.3 ± 0.2 16.5 ± 0.8 12.± 6. 002.8+01.7 5.3 ± 0.1 8.4 ± 0.7 2.49 ± 0.08 6.08 ± 0.07 7.6 ± 0.5 9.± 6. 006.0-03. 
. Comparison of Abundances of Individual Objects with the Literature
In Table 9 we compare total elemental abundances from this work with abundances from four papers in the literature: Ratag et al. (1997); Cuisinier et al. (2000) ; Escudero et al. (2004); Wang & Liu (2007) . All of these studies derive total elemental abundances from collisionally excited optical lines, and therefore their abundances are more dependent on the adopted extinction and electron temperature than the current study. A detailed comparison with these studies is hindered by the fact that only one study (Wang & Liu 2007) lists their ionic abundances and ICFs. For individual objects, our total elemental abundances of argon, neon, and sulfur tend to be higher than the optical abundances. This is due in part to the fact that the IR derived abundances for ions of Ar +2 , Ne +2 and S +2 always give a higher ionic abundance than the optically derived abundances for the same ions. On the other hand, the total elemental abundances of oxygen derived here do not have such a systematic offset because the main contributors to the total oxygen abundance, O + and O +2 , are determined from optical line fluxes which are taken from the same literature sources to which we compare abundances; PNG002.1+03.3 does not have an oxygen abundance listed in Table 9 because we could not find any optical line fluxes for this object.
Argon The values for the total argon abundance in this work are systematically higher than the values given in the literature (except in one case where the values are close). Several factors can lead to this offset: (1) In most cases, total elemental argon abundances in this work and prior studies of the GBPNe in our sample must use an ICF to account for unobserved Ar +3 ; different ICFs will lead to different total argon abundances. When the 4740 Å Ar +3 line is observed, our elemental argon abundance value agrees to within 30% of the values in the literature. (2) For the low excitation PNe (PNG002.8+01.7, PNG351.2+05.2, and PNG354.2+04.3, Excitation Class, EC∼2-3), the IR data show that Ar + contributes significantly to the total argon abundance, and thus optical studies without observed Ar + must either use an ICF to account for it or risk underestimating the total argon abundance. (3) When we derive the Ar +2 ionic abundance from the IR lines and the optical 7135 Å line, we always get a value from the IR lines that is higher than that from the optical line (often within 50%, but sometimes off by a factor of a few), which causes many of our IR derived total argon abundances to be systematically higher than those derived in the literature. This may be due to the uncertainty in T e when using optical lines to derive the Ar +2 abundance: lowering the electron temperature by 1000 to 2000 K significantly increases the Ar +2 ionic abundance derived from the optical line (while only slightly increasing the Ar +2 ionic abundance derived from the IR lines), bringing the optical Ar +2 abundances into good agreement with the IR Ar +2 abundances in most cases.
Neon The values for the total neon abundance are systematically higher in this study than in the literature (in all except one case where the values are close). The factors that may cause this are: (1) The IR data show that Ne + is the dominant contributor to the total elemental neon abundance in roughly half of our GBPNe. There is no Ne + line observable in the optical, and thus the optical studies have not observed the most important ionization stage of neon for these PNe. (2) Lines of Ne +3 lie in the UV part of the spectrum, and thus our study and previous optical studies must use an ICF to account for it in high ionization nebulae (PNG000.7+03.2, PNG001.6-01.3, PNG006.0-03.6, and PNG358.9+03.2); different assumed ICFs could account for part of the discrepancy for these PNe. (3) When we derive the Ne +2 ionic abundance from the IR lines and the optical 3869 Å line, we always get a value from the IR lines that is higher than that from the optical. Similarly to Ar +2 , this may be due (at least in part) to the uncertainty in T e having large affects on the optically derived abundances. Lowering the electron temperature by 1000 to 2000 K increases the Ne +2 ionic abundance derived from the optical line (while only slightly changing the Ne +2 ionic abundance derived from the IR lines), bringing the optical and IR derived Ne +2 abundances into better agreement. Sulfur Most of the values for our total sulfur abundance are higher than those given in the literature. This is due in part at least to having derived a higher S +2 abundance from the IR lines as compared to the optical line. The major contributors to the total elemental sulfur abundance are S +2 and S +3 , both observed in our IR spectra. The optical S +2 line at 6312 Å is often weak and quite sensitive to T e , and S +3 is not observed in the optical (Ratag et al. 1997) . We use optical lines to determine the abundance of S + , but this is not a major contributor to the total sulfur abundance.
Oxygen Our values for the total oxygen abundance usually agree to within a factor of two of those in the literature, and often within 50%. For the one case where we can compare to the study in the literature with published ionic abundances (Wang & Liu 2007) , the ionic abundance of O + is higher by 50% in this work than in that study, but the ionic abundance of O
+2
(the dominant ion) is lower by 10% than in that study, and the total elemental oxygen abundances agree within 10%. The IR data show that for one object (PNG000.7+03.2), the O +3 contributes significantly (∼30%) to the total oxygen abundance, and thus optical studies must either use an uncertain ICF or underestimate the total oxygen abundance in this object.
Considering that we employ more observed stages of ionization than purely optical studies and also that we derive ionic abundances for the major contributors to the total elemental abundances for argon, neon, and sulfur from IR lines (which are less sensitive to C Hβ and T e than abundances from optical lines), our GBPNe abundances for these elements are more accurate than previous studies. Our GBPNe abundance of oxygen, however, should be of similar accuracy to previous optical studies because we must rely on optical lines for the dominant ionization stages, but we make a slight improvement by measuring or placing an upper limit on the abundance from the O +3 infrared line.
Comparison of Mean Abundances with the Literature
We compare our mean Bulge abundance from the GBPNe to mean Bulge abundances derived from other GBPNe abundance studies, red giant stars, and H II regions in Table 11 . The mean abundances of our GBPNe generally agree well with mean abundances of GBPNe determined from the optical studies. The mean neon abundances are the most discrepant, with ours being a factor of ∼2 higher than those in the literature (reasons for such a discrepancy are given in §5.1.1). Our mean argon and sulfur abundances are within the range of the previous studies, while our mean oxygen abundance is only slightly lower. Cunha & Smith (2006) derive abundances for seven red giant stars in the Bulge, Lecureur et al. (2007) forty-seven, and Fulbright et al. (2007) twenty-five. Cunha & Smith (2006) derive oxygen abundances from lines of OH vibrationalrotational molecular transitions observed in infrared spectra, while Lecureur et al. (2007) and Fulbright et al. (2007) derive oxygen abundances from the [O I] line at 6300 Å in optical spectra. The oxygen abundances of our GBPNe fall well within the range of values for red giants from these studies, but the mean oxygen abundance of the GBPNe is a factor of ∼2 lower than that of the red giants. However, given the uncertainties, small sample size, and different methods used, there is a good agreement. Simpson et al. (1995) give abundances derived from IR lines for 18 H II regions between 0 and 10 kpc from the Galactic Center, while Martín-Hernández et al. (2002) use ISO spectra to derive abundances of 26 H II regions between 0 and 14 kpc (distances for both studies were redetermined so that R ⊙ =8.0 kpc). In order to determine a mean H II region Bulge abundance from these studies, we take the mean of all H II regions in each study within 4 kpc of the Galactic Center. The Bulge H II region abundances from these two studies generally agree well with our GBPNe abundances, but the Bulge oxygen abundance of Simpson et al. (1995) and Bulge argon abundance of Martín-Hernández et al. (2002) are a factor of ∼2 higher. There are only 5 objects in the central 4 kpc of Simpson et al. (1995) and only 3 in the central 4 kpc of Martín-Hernández et al. (2002) (and only 11 in our GBPNe sample), and thus the small size of the samples may suggest that the mean does not reflect a true average of the whole Bulge population. Our mean sulfur abundance is the same as that of Martín-Hernández et al. (2002) , but over a factor of two smaller than that of Simpson et al. (1995) . Interestingly, while our mean GBPNe neon abundance is a factor of ∼2 higher than previous GBPNe studies, it agrees very well with the mean Bulge H II region neon abundances from these studies.
In order to compare abundances across the Disk as well as the Bulge of the Galaxy, we supplement our abundances of GBPNe with those of GDPNe that are derived from mainly IR lines in a similar way to the abundances derived in this work. They are mostly from Pottasch & Bernard-Salas (2006) who use chiefly ISO data (excluding the strange low metallicity Hu 1-2), and complemented with abundances of several GDPNe using mainly Spitzer data: NGC 2392 (Pottasch et al., submitted) , M1-42 , and IC 2448 (Guiles et al. 2007) , and additionally abundances of one PN (NGC 3918) that uses data from IRAS (Clegg et al. 1987) . In Table 12 we compare mean abundances of PNe and H II regions with galactocentric distances in the range 0-4 kpc (Bulge), 4-8 kpc (Inner Disk) and beyond 8 kpc (Outer Disk). The abundances from PNe agree reasonably well with the abundances from H II regions derived by Martín-Hernández et al. (2002) , but do not agree as well with the abundances from H II regions derived by Simpson et al. (1995) . Ratios of abundances of the various α-elements to each other (for example, Ne/S, S/Ar, Ne/O) in both PNe and H II regions show flat behavior with galactocentric distance (within the uncertainties), as expected for elements which are thought to be made in the same processes in massive stars.
Nature of the Bulge
The absence or presence of an abundance gradient in the Bulge (and the magnitude of the gradient if present) gives where x is -6 for argon, -4 for neon, -5 for sulfur, and -4 for oxygen.
REFERENCES. where x is -6 for argon, -4 for neon, -5 for sulfur, and -4 for oxygen.
insight into how the Bulge formed. If the Bulge has an abundance gradient, then it formed by dissipational collapse, where self-enhancement of abundances occurred as the collapse continued inwards. However, if the Bulge does not have an abundance gradient, then it formed by dissipationless collapse, where mergers of small protogalactic pieces caused an inhomogeneous collapse over a long period of time and the mergers mixed stars of different ages and metallicities. If the Bulge has only a shallow abundance gradient, then the gravitational potential of the bar in our Galaxy caused concentrated star formation at its center and the stars eventually left the Disk to become (part of) the Bulge (Minniti et al. 1995) .
Several (mainly optical) studies of GBPNe point toward a slightly more metal-rich Bulge than Disk (Ratag et al. 1992; Cuisinier et al. 2000; Górny et al. 2004; Wang & Liu 2007) . However, Ratag et al. (1992) find that the average abundances of GBPNe cannot be predicted by the abundance gradient ob- Element GBPNe GDPNe y-int (dex) slope (dex/kpc) y-int (dex) slope (dex/kpc) neon 0.0 ± 0.9 0.2 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.3 -0.13 ± 0.04 sulfur -0.2 ± 0.6 0.2 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.3 -0.14 ± 0.04 argon -12 ± 13 8 ± 260 1.5 ± 0.3 -0.13 ± 0.04 oxygen -0.0 ± 0.9 0.3 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.3 -0.08 ± 0.03 served for GDPNe, hinting that stars in the Bulge are a distinct population from the Disk. Additionally, Górny et al. (2004) find that the O/H gradient becomes shallower and may even decrease in the most inner parts of the Disk based on their sample of GDPNe towards the Galactic Center. On the other hand, Exter et al. (2004) find essentially no difference in abundances between their Bulge and Disk PNe samples; however, their results also point to a discontinuation of the Disk metallicity gradient. The large extinction toward the Bulge hinders optical studies of GBPNe. Thus, in this work we seek to confirm the results of the optical studies using mainly infrared data.
In order to discover if the abundance trend in the Disk continues in the Bulge, Figure 4 shows abundances of argon, neon, sulfur, and oxygen versus galactocentric distance for both the GBPNe and GDPNe (GDPNe data discussed in §5.1.2). We fit lines to the plots of GBPNe and GDPNe abundances versus galactocentric distance in this figure separately (excluding from the fit to the oxygen abundance the four GDPNe that are thought to have depleted oxygen due to hot bottom burning, as discussed in Pottasch & Bernard-Salas 2006) , and Table 13 gives parameters for these fits. The elemental abundance gradients of the GDPNe range from −0.08 to −0.14 dex/kpc and have uncertainties of 0.03-0.04 dex/kpc. In Figure 4 we also over plot the oxygen abundance gradient passing through the fit to the GDPNe abundances at 8 kpc on the plots for the other elements in order to illustrate that the abundances of the GBPNe are not consistent with the abundance versus galactocentric radius trend of GDPNe, whether the abundance data is fit directly to determine the gradient or if the shallower oxygen abundance gradient is assumed. The GBPNe have abundances significantly lower than the abundance in the Bulge predicted by the GDPNe abundance gradients. Unfortunately the uncertainties in our fit to the abundance gradient of GBPNe do not allow us to determine if an abundance gradient is present in the Bulge; thus we cannot conclude anything about the specific method of Bulge formation. The large velocities of objects in the Bulge may smear out any abundance gradient that was originally present. However, the GBPNe abundances clearly do not follow the abundance gradient trend of GDPNe (see Figure 4) : while the GBPNe have slightly higher average abundances that the GDPNe, they still fall far below the GDPNe abundance gradient extrapolated into the Bulge. This corroborates optical studies which had previously shown a discontinuity between the Bulge and Disk abundance gradients, confirming the distinct nature of the Bulge compared to the Disk.
Crystalline Silicates
Prior to ISO, crystalline silicates had only been observed in solar system comets (e.g. Hanner et al. 1994 ) and in β Pic, a debris disk system (Knacke et al. 1993) . ISO and now Spitzer have observed crystalline silicates in many sources. However, it is remarkable that we observe crystalline silicates in every single one of the GBPNe. We suggest here that this is because the GBPNe have disks.
In their ISO study of crystalline silicate dust around evolved stars, Molster (2000) and Molster et al. (2002) make mean continuum subtracted spectra for sources which are thought to have a dusty disk (disk sources) and sources which are expected to have a normal outflow (outflow sources). They find that the dust features of disk and outflow sources show definitive differences in strength, shape, and position of their dust features. In Figure 5 we plot normalized mean spectra of our GBPNe for the 28 and 33 µm features and compare them to the normalized mean disk and outflow spectra from Molster et al. (2002) . Both the 28 and 33 µm complexes in our GBPNe look similar to the mean disk sources in Molster et al. (2002) , but Molster et al. (2002) have several cautions about their mean spectra (for example, the ISO SWS band 3E, which covers the ∼27.5-29.2 µm, is known to have less reliable calibration). However, the similarity of the crystalline silicate dust features in our GBPNe to those of Molster's disk sources gives indirect evidence that the silicates in our GBPNe are in disks.
If the crystalline silicates in these GBPNe are in fact in disks, then they point toward binary evolution of the progenitor stars. Edgar et al. (2007) ran numerical models that show how a binary companion can shape the AGB wind to form a crystalline dust torus. In their models, the shock temperatures reached when the wind blows past the companion anneal the dust and make it crystalline. They conclude that "Crystalline dust torii provide strong evidence for binary interactions in AGB winds." As we discuss later in §5.4, over half of the GBPNe in this study show dual chemistry, which also implies binary evolution.
In our GBPNe sample, all of the nebulae show crystalline silicates, indicative of oxygen-rich material. Previous studies have found a low C/O ratio in GBPNe compared to GDPNe (e.g. Walton et al. 1993; Wang & Liu 2007; Casassus et al. 2001) . The higher fraction of O-rich PNe in the Bulge compared to the Disk implies that the Bulge should have a larger injection of silicate grains into its interstellar medium (ISM) than the Disk (Casassus et al. 2001 ).
PAHs
PAHs can be separated into different classes based on the position of their 6.2 µm and 7.7 µm peaks. Class A PAHs peak at shorter wavelengths than class B, which peak at shorter wavelengths than class C (Peeters et al. 2002) . Figure  3 shows the peak positions for the different classes of PAHs along with the GBPNe PAH features. The GBPNe in this study have class A, AB, and B PAHs, and thus have PAH profiles similar to GDPNe. The lack of type C PAHs in the PNe indicates that their PAHs are all processed, i.e. the aliphatic component is negligible (Sloan et al. 2007 ).
The PAH flux ratios F 7.7µm /F 11.2µm and F 6.2µm /F 11.2µm both trace the ionization fraction of the PAHs, and are often plotted against each other in a figure. The GBPNe studied here have F 7.7µm /F 11.2µm between 1 and 3, and F 6.2µm /F 11.2µm between 0.5 and 1.4, and follow the same trend as Galactic Disk and Magellanic Cloud PNe (BernardSalas et al., in preparation). (2006) is represented by the sun symbol, and the star indicates the mean of the GBPNe abundances. The solid grey lines represent least squares fits to the GDPNe abundances, excluding from the fit to the oxygen abundance the four GDPNe that are thought to have depleted oxygen (as discussed in Pottasch & Bernard-Salas (2006) ; open triangles). The dashed grey lines in the plots of argon, neon, and sulfur represent the oxygen abundance slope passing through the solid line fit at 8 kpc. Coefficients of the linear fits to both GBPNe and GDPNe are given in Table 13 . The GBPNe placed on the graph exactly at R GC =0.0 kpc have unknown galactocentric distances and are not included when we perform a linear fit to the data. The y-axis range for all the plots spans 2.0 dex, so that equal slopes will look equal in the plots. Distance uncertainties are propagated from the statistical distance uncertainties while abundance uncertainties are assumed to be 50%.
Dual Chemistry Nebulae
ISO detected crystalline silicates and PAHs simultaneously in [WR] PNe -those PNe with H-poor and C-rich WRtype central stars (Waters et al. 1998) . This dual chemistry is unusual in GDPNe (Bernard-Salas & Tielens 2005) . However, in our sample of GBPNe, six of the eleven nebulae have dual chemistry, showing both crystalline silicates and PAHs in their spectra. The fraction of [WR] PNe is significantly larger in the Bulge than the Disk (Górny et al. 2004) , and thus the large fraction of PNe in the Bulge exhibiting dual chemistry makes sense. Possible explanations for this dual chemistry include (Little-Marenin 1986; Willems & de Jong 1986; Waters et al. 1998; Cohen et al. 1999) : (1) a thermal pulse recently ( 1000 years ago) turned an O-rich outflow into a C-rich one, and (2) the central star of the PN is in a binary system and the silicate grains orbit the system in a disk that existed long before the PN.
What explains how the majority of our GBPNe show dual chemistry? The explanation of a thermal pulse at the end of the AGB having suddenly changed the chemical composition of the central star from O-rich to C-rich within the last thousand years seems implausible because it is unlikely that we would catch so many GBPNe in this short stage (e.g. Lloyd Evans 1991) . A growing body of evidence supports the binary system with an old silicate disk explanation of dual chemistry in PNe and late-type stars (Waters et al. 1998; Molster et al. 2001; Matsuura et al. 2004 ). Taking one of these studies as an example, Matsuura et al. (2004) present mid-IR images of the post-AGB star IRAS 16279-4757 which shows both PAHs and crystalline silicates. Their images and model of this star imply that it has a C-rich bipolar outflow with an inner lowdensity C-rich region surrounded by an outer dense O-rich torus, indicating that mixed chemistry and morphology are related; mixed chemistry may point to binary evolution.
Other evidence also suggests that many of our GBPNe probably have binaries with silicate disks: (1) ∼40% of compact PNe in the Bulge have binary-induced morphologies (Zijlstra 2007); (2) binary-induced novae are observed to be concentrated in the bulge of the galaxy M31 (e.g. Shafter & Irby 2001; Rosino 1973) , and thus perhaps in the Bulge of our galaxy as well; (3) asymmetric (e.g. bipolar, quadrupolar) morphology is more common in PNe in high metallicity environments than in low metallicity ones (Stanghellini et al. 2003) ; (4) the current study showing the similarity of the mean GBPNe spectra to the mean disk spectra of Molster et al. 2002 ( §5.2) ; and (5) the silicates are crystalline and not amorphous, indicating that they have been blasted over time and are likely stored in a disk (Molster et al. 1999) . Thus it seems likely that the GBPNe in our sample with dual chemistry have a binary at their center with a silicate disk that formed long before the PN stage, while the PAHs reside in the PN outflow itself, possibly shooting out along the poles.
CONCLUSIONS
We extract the Spitzer IRS spectra of eleven PNe in the Bulge to study their abundances and dust properties. We conclude that:
(1) The abundances of argon, neon, sulfur, and oxygen are significantly lower in the PNe in the Bulge than the abundances for the Bulge predicted by the abundance gradient in the Disk, consistent with the idea that the Bulge and Disk evolved separately.
(2) All of the spectra in our sample of PNe in the Bulge show crystalline silicates, indicating that these crystalline silicates are likely stored in disks, which would further imply that the progenitor stars of these PNe evolved in binary systems.
(3) Six of the eleven spectra of PNe in the Bulge in our sample show PAHs in addition to the crystalline silicates. This dual chemistry also points toward binary evolution: the PAHs are in the current PN outflow and the crystalline silicates reside in a old disk created by binary interaction.
